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Abstract. By applying the covariant Taylor expansion method, the fifth lower
coefficients the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel associated with a fermion
of spin 1/2 in Riemann-Cartan space are manifestly given. These coefficients in
Riemann-Cartan space is derived from those obtained in Riemannian space by simple
replacements.
1. Introduction
Motivated by studying all one-loop quantities (such as the eective action, zeta function,
Green functions, anomalies, etc.) in quantum eld theory and supergravity, the heat
kernel K(d)(x; x0) in d dimensions dened by equations
@
@t
K(d)(x; x0; t) = −HK(d)(x; x0; t);
K(d)(x; x0; 0) = 1jh(x)j−1jh(x0)j−1(d)(x; x0); (1)
has been studied by many authors. Here (d)(x; x0) is the d dimensional invariant -
function, and 1 = fABg, h = det ha , where ha  is a vielbein. The most general
elliptic second order dierential operator H for a fermion  = f A(x)g of spin 1/2 in
curved space with the torsion, i.e. in Riemann-Cartan space is expressed in the following
form,
H = DD
 + 2QD + Z = ~D ~D
 +X (2)
with















γC; X = Z −Q: −QQ; ha:  ~Dha = 0;
fγa; γbg = 2ab; γab = 1
2
[γa; γb]; γ = h a γ
a; (3)
where !ab is the Ricci coecient of rotation, C a totally antisymmetric torsion
tensor, and A an arbitrary vector gauge eld. The local quantity Z stands for





ab with ab = diag(−1;−1;    ;−1).
The commutation relation of ~D is given by













where R and F are the curvature tensor in Riemannian space and the eld strength
of A respectively, and r means the Riemannian covariant dierentiation.
2. Explicit form of asymptotic expansion coefficients
One can solve (1) by the expression according to the De Witt’s ansatz,











where (x; x0) and (x; x0) are the geodesic distance and the Van Vleck-Morette
determinant between x and x0, respectively. The asymptotic expansion coecients [aq]
of the heat kernel are obtained as the coincidence limit (x! x0) of aq(x; x0). The explicit
expressions of [aq] (q = 1;    ; 5) are written in the following form [1],
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(;) − R; − 4~(!))(V + 1
2
~J(!))
+ (V − 1
2
~J(!))(2R
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~J(!) = hjHj0i; (13)



























Yγ = hγjHj0i; (15)






































S = −X !  + [~; X !]−
1
3








































































U +W = g
γhγjHj0i; (22)






















































































f~ ; ~Jg − 8
9
f~; ~ g −
3
4






Rf~; ~g − 1
12
Kf~; ~ g −
1
12
R (jf~ ; ~j)g; (23)












K(j ~ j) −
1
2

























Y = gγghγjHj0i; (25)






























































































































































































Kf~ ; ~g −
2
5





K(2) ~ ~  −
3
5
Kf~; ~g − 3
5
K (2)f~; ~g; (26)







K ~ (2) +
15
2
(K(2) +K )~ (2)






(K(4) +K (2))~  −
44
5


















R (K(2) + 2K )− 2R K(2) − 4KK
− 4K K(2) −
3
5







(−K K(2) + 4K K 












 − RR)− (1
5




(ggγ + gγg + ggγ)hγjHj0i




 ; X]] +
2
3





































































= −X      −
5
2














R f~; ~ (2)g
− 5
2
K f~; ~ g −
15
8














Rf~!; ~Jg − 256
45
K ~ ~ 
− 32
45

































































































































































































































































= −X        −
7
2



























K(2)f~ ; ~ (2)g
− 468
25
Kγf~; ~γ (2)g −
312
25







































− 6R ~ (2) ~ (2) − 4R ~ ~  − 12Kf~; ~ (2)g







































































KK  (2) +
774
175



















KK  (2) +
1548
175



















K(jK  jγ) +
4644
175
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K !R  R! −
64
175
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 R! +
32
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K  R ! R! −
1664
14175
KR ! R ! 
− 64
2835
































































































































































KK!KR  R! −
5696
155925
KR!R  !R  R 
− 10624
155925



































































































































































K 1n  R(1jj2;3n); K 1n(2k)  K 1k1n1k ;
M 1n  K1n = R(12;3n); M1n(2k) M 1k1n1k ;
~  1n  ~ (1!2n); ~ 1n(2k)  ~ 1k1n1k ;
X 1n  X!(1n); (32)
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and the exclamation mark ’!’ means the dierentiation of ’: ’ or ~D in the case that
the torsion tensor in ~Γ  is eliminated,
I! = (r+ C +Q)I = I; + (C +Q)I;
I! = (r+ C +Q)I! = I!; + (C +Q)I!;
~! = [(r+ C +Q); ~ ] = ~; + [(C +Q); ~ ]: (33)
3. Discussion
The covariant Taylor expansion [2] for a function f(x0) at x with respect to ~D
′
(x; x0)
includes the expansion [3] for the function with respect to the geodesic normal coordinate







γab!ab + C +Q + iAg(y) = 0: (34)
In the case that x is close to x0, the conditions (34) are obtained from ~D: = : and
: ~DI = 0, respectively, because 
:′  y, I  1 and I:  0, where I  a0. The
geodesic normal coordinate expansion for ha , h

a , g
 , log jgj (g = det g) and ~Ω at
x with respect to y is expressed by the covariant expansion coecients for ~
′
  :′  ,
~ ′  (~−1) ′ , G′′  ~′~′,   lnfdet (−~
′
























1    yn;













~A1n(x)y1    yn: (35)
The expansion for g(x0) and log jgj(x0) are independent of the torsion tensor, though
ha (x
0) and h a (x
0) depend on the torsion tensor. The torsion tensor is included in
the expansion coecients of ~Ω(x
0), in the form of (C + Q), and appears in ~ , X
and their derivatives in the coecients [aq]. In conclusion, the coecients [aq] obtained
by starting from Eq. (2) in Riemann-Cartan space is derived from the nal form of [aq]
obtained by starting fromrr+Z in Riemannian space by the simple replacements [4],
Z ! X;  ! ~ ; r ! r + (C +Q): (36)
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